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OBJECTIVES
k, 1

LA "10,,
/1\

A number of well known and respected electroniclinstrumefiti

manufacturers have earned the4 reputations by making precise "I
x

a, measuring instruments calked bridges. These instruments are used
r , 4

to accurately characterize almost very kind of electrical component
. rtom resistors, capacitors and indpc ors to transmission lines

.

apd cables. In this. application thes NAtruments often represent

the heart of any calibration and sta ards laboratory.

But another important application for these basic kinds of

circuits exists in scientific instrumentation. Bridges can serve

the roll of signal Procelsr, transforming the physical input to

transducer to An elecalcal output which aproportional to that

physical input.. How these two functions are performed is the sub-

ject of this module. Two commorforidge circuits will be used. to

compare some of the,distinctive'characteristics.of DC. and AC bridgeB.

He will learn 11:51w to build and use these bridg6 circuits in thmlab-

oratory.:

PREREQUISITES
^5

- The discussion and laboratory procedures suggested in this

module presume familiarity with pertain concepts, skills and in-:
/ struments:,

Concepts - voltage, current resistance, capacitance.
. inductance and' p ape.

Skills - breadboarding cir uits fromItchematic dikrams,
graphing data and intermediate algebra. -

Instruments - power suppliep, ohmmepers,
decade resistance substitution bog, signal
generator and oscilloscope.

I
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DC BRIDGE CONCEPTS

Objectives; State two principle applications for bridge, circuits.

Explain the idean of bridge balance in terms ofathe moltage
diffetence between the output of two voltage dividerg.

Bridge circuits generally serve two purposes. One is to

milikm accurate 'measurements of the electrical gliantiAes Of re-,

instance, Capacitance and inductance. The other is to convert

changes of these quantitites.,into changes in voltage, a more

suitable quSAitifer processing by electronics.

The second application is perhaps the most useful for'
alto

electronic instrumentation: The first stage of many electronic.

instruments is a transducer. A transducer is simply a deviCe
which converts a change in some physical guantity,sech as

temperature, light intensity, force or pressure into a change
in some electrical guOtity. When a transducer is used as an

element in a bridge circuit the- electrical output is prOportional

to the physical change at the transducer.

Bridges are also used as basic circuits in niore complex

.instruments like clinical thermometers, light meters, metal

detectors, oscillators, and power supplies. r

We can most easily understand the bridge circdit by 'con;

sidering first a simple voltage'divider circuit. :Figure la

Shows a pictorial diagram 'of avoltdge divider: Figure lb,

ShOWs the schematic diagram for this circuit.
I

U

a

1

PURPOSES AND'

BEHAVIOR OF

ME/HALF BR I DG E"

b.

.
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E = 9V

1b

Figure 1. The,voltaIe divider is the bas part"of
a bridge.i A potentiometer is a ariable
voltage` divider as picti&ed In
schematiO. diagram of this. cir s -it is

shown in lb..

By turning the knob on the potentiometer, the resistance

between the center termfn"aiTand either end to irial.cen be-

made to vary from zero to 200 ohms. The cente terminal

.is connected to a wiper .that slides aloncilthe total length
.

of the resistive material inside the pote ;tiometer. The point

of contact divipes the.total resitance into/two parts which

are called the arms of the voltage divider. The position of
the wiper does; not-effect the total resistance across the

)battery which remains constant 200 ohms. By adjusting the
potentiometer, we can provde'voltag from zero to nine volts.

fts

Example 1.

\ A:

The potentiometer ip Figure 1 has a resistance of
200 ohms. Suppose '.he resistance from A to Baia 60
ohms. What is the current in the oil uit and the

output volthge, Vac? What is Via?

From Ohm's Law the curren is I=E/R '7= 9/200'= .045

amps or 45 milliamps:,
it

The. resistance from B to C must be 200 minus 60', or

140 cihMh, so that the voltage from Blto C'is

VBC = (.0.45)(140) volts = 6.3 volts.

We also calculate the voltage Via using. -Ohm's

iLaw as -/1
VAB (.045)(60) volts = 2.7 volts.

It is piobably 'Do surprise tolYou that the voltage

VAa = 2.7 volts, plus the voltage Vac = 6.3 volts,

adds up to give theiapplied voltage of 9.0'volts.

We have diVided the 9.0 voltS' into twOwVokta9es which

add to nine volts.

Suppose that you had twodifferept voltage dividers
.the ouot voltage for eadhcoxinected to a voltmeter (assume
that voltmeter draws a negligible current)

. Figure 2,1%,
shows a kActorial of these two circuits and Figure 2b shows
their schematic diagram side-by-side.
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Figure 2.

-

We have abeled as VA the voltage output of the circuit on''-

the left, and oriV
P
6 the voltagelen the right,.

If You wanted these circuitsto have the .same'vaktage
1

pUt; you would. adjust one or both potentiometers until the

voltages "read" _the same on the two meters. ,Suppose that you

to. use a 10 or 15 volt'Scale on a.meter with 1 volt steps, and

smallest scale divisions of 0.2 volt. You adjust the two

voltages until they ireCegual" at 6.7 volts.

YOu may rea1ize%that\we could compare, these two voltage

with ewer components. Why npt use just one battery, as shown

In the schemAtic in Figure 4? The current end voltages in
, *4,

each' potentiometer would still be the same asj.hey were'in

yigure

)

Two colta dividers illustrate the con ept,
of balance. Where VA =-V the 'voltage drop
across the arms are egual

Bor
balanced,

- tie Figure 3. 4-13Pusing one voltage ounce for both voltage
. divicZers, we bbtlin' lmost the equivalent of

.. the Wheatstone,13rid e. J
,

4'



Ie comparitip.VA:ead VD with hislrircuit,there i still

a.basieprobleM. life think ,wejread 6.7 volts oOeac

the tactual voltage cOuld:casily differ from this.bi as much

as al volts, ;Because the imalieSt'scAle,dr4:isions are 0.,4 volts

apart, ik difference (4'0.1 volts would ebi.be eaSily,seen on a

10 dr.15 volt scale, y

If We are interested in meipuriag, only the.udifference"of the

two%cutput voltages, why not plac one met r directly between
these po nts, as shown in.Figure. 4 When re could use a lower
scale o the voltmeter. For. example,'we ight use a 0-1 o

i0-11.5 V Scale with 0.1VMte0s and smallest scale divisions of/'

0.02 No ts. We could theOleteCt'4. v4tage, d erence as little as

alMost .01 -

w

Figure

ct

The condi ien 04 balance can be much more
accurate y determined if the voltmeter }A
measures the difference in voltage between
the two di iders. \ .

7-7.7"\ If we place an extremely sensitive vo ter in this rcuirt.

ands djust until the voltage VAB is zero, ckkhu,it is aid

to .be balanced. THIO circuit is called a balanced Wheatstone

Bridge.

,

THE WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

Objectivqs: Derive the balance'con4tions for a Wheatstone Bridge.:-

. .

Cite three factors which inTluence)the accuracy of a
Wheatstone bridge! EXplain7he influence ofs each fctor.

Explain how tbrextend or "alter ,the ,bas.ig_ran0 of a
Wheatstone Bridge. -

, i_.,,i

Define and explain the meaning of the following' terms: * r

accuracy, balance, null; precision, sensitivity and linearity.

Work problems involving all,of filee

The resistahce bridge is usually shown with the..resip,tances

On each side of the voltage dividers as separate resistors.

Fig re S shows. suchit bridge circuit with each resistor labeled.4id

We have shown the connections of the resistors at the top and
. Iat the bottom brought together. When VAB is zero / we say that

7 4thebridge is balanced.' ,

,
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Figure 5. 7The.Wheatstor. Bridge is ,sirnpfy 'Voltage
dpider _pair of, Figure 4, but draft in, a
dreunond shape. Allso shbwrr are .typical cam-
:ponent 'designations.

As you have seen, the balance condition

the voltage across. R3,

.voltage scrap R4 must

*papa can be expressed

through the path mantel

through the, path contai

V3 V2 we must have

and since

req6ires

equals that across R2. Also, tb

equalq.hat. acr5es These rel

using Ohm's Law. Let (the current

ning R3 and R4,be IA and the curren

ning R3 and-.122 Then since

, we must have

IB R1
a

When the Second:I:if : these two

first, the !currena "cancel"

condition fbr the WheatStone

R /R R
4e 3 1

enuatiOne!as divided by: the-
, .

' and We lave..the balance
r

bridge j

Rz

R1

,16eihave said that ,the tsto3ie Br .ge is ..is)d to measure'

,
.

.-7
resistance. '. But 'why bother ith A% bAdg ? Why .nyt: just use I:

an obeheterBor Because, it is possible to m surf: resistance.

with greater precision 'and accuracy with a ilneatstone....°'.,

Bridge. .The greater precision permits one distinguish be-

tmmen nearly identical reagings". %This means .Ket witlil, a --

. )-.0suitable bridge circuit, xesigtaTICes cap be me sured to ,

, - , a 4
.sore significant figures.: rar exatople:.arkohmin termight giVe.
a resistance reading of 10:chmS, for a_ resistor, With a
Wheatstone Bridge, e resistance could be measured 'as 10.45 ohms...

ttlAccuracy meant pt, Within a specified tolera\ nce, the

. measured remstancejis the true resistance: Typical ohmmeters
'have a tolerance of, E% or 'More on their. accuracy. ,4' good'

Wheat tsgne Brieqe would hare n' tolerance of ',..19.- lir' better. -

v l
l'i ' 6 shows pictorial and schematic diagrams, of' a Wheatstene

..,

Bridge cacuit that are suitable for measuring unknown resisances.

Three basic requirements.mpst be met if we eicpectsto. measure re-
'7,------sistances with high precision and accuracy.

0

. WHEATSTONE

BALANCE' CONDITION-

requires

ONDIT I,ON-

re,

PREC I S I 0,N AND

ACCURACY OF

WHEATSTO'NE BRIDGE



Descalle.

Resistor

pd

. -

Figur 6 "The bridge circait'in6ludes,a decade resistor,
a voltmeter, two:10K resistors and a 9V battLry.

t ,,,

.. , ',--
- -1

.It is :necessary to know precisel n the bridge i balanced
00 Oat: the relationship between.the resistance in Equat on 3.

....

V
igi,Vrilid-i. For this purposela sensitive voltage, detector is

needed. :, : . - .

.'Secotidly, if two ,of the resistors are yreTtpely matched, as'.
. ... t

we have presumed for the.Olk resistors in Figure 6, the Un-

lcfilsnoW resistOrArtay be determine4by direcilicoMparisOilmith.an.

knoWntapdard. Tke.final,requirement theniS a precise
.

standard ich maybe adju tedoover the; desir'ed-ran4eof resis-
tances. A pre sion-decade esistancesubstitUtion bCx;will serve
this function.

4 ''_

,DepaCie,resist rs of 0-10-;00 ohms are:available.in pre
- -- ,,

ciSiOn step's
.

of one hm:and-accuracies
A
of, better then 0.1%.

--,,S0pose-that Ri;is an rAnown resistance, then.
-

...'

... .

R4 = (RiRO/R,. s
,

.
, to

,-.
''' .` . q.;2, . .

:.Theaccuracy errors in Ili,' ,, and R;contribute to the error

fin R in a rather simple w Yoo.S add their percentage
errors; and.the result .is e Perce ege error inN. If

,

',- R
1

R2, ', and
,; 3R. art '0 '

1% resistorfl the accuracy errdt in R4
would be 0'.3%.' But if these were c4nary'.carbon resis(ir,s with

10% tolerance,' then the error in,114..coUld be as high as 30%, y

Example Z. ,t
.

,. . . ..Q: A Wheatstone Eridge similar to the one,shown in-Pigure 6

-.W

. is uSed'to measure an UnknoWn esistante. SuPlaose.R3

and R2 are matched to .1% and p decade resistancetis

calibrated to .1% tolerance. Balance occurs when the

decade.resistan7qreads 247653k3 ohms. What is the
. accuracy of this meadurement?. How many significant

-figures should be quoted for ttie value' of the unknown r
. --. ,.

sistance? What'is the fundamen,a1 precision of the sy
7-7-7.1 tem? .

.

,_...,A: The 'combined uncertainty tetroduCed by the tolerances or
R R2 and. R -is 1% 'f-.1% = t7.2%. It would- be mitleading

to quote results having a precision greater than this;un-
certainty,

'..
. ..

±.2%. x 24,653 = -1.002 X ..24,653'..: 50 otims,s.
4

The value for. the unknown resistance may be specified.as

R = 24,650 t 50 IMs.

The fundamental precision 6 the,tystem is

t 3 r t

_re



In the bridge circuit
we have just discussed we set the

resistors R1 and R3 equal,
so that the unknown resistance di

can be read directly from
a decade at balance. What if you

wanted to measure a much higfier resistance than the decade,.
could give?

Let us look again
at the bridge circuit and the balllince

obedi4ons. Figure 7 shows that circuit with Rx used-14"piece.of'R4.

FIOdre . A schematic of the unequal arm
bridge circuit.

The balance equation becomes

e R1 /R2

Multiplying both sides by R3, we have

Rx R1(R3/R2).
(6)

have ten times the'resistance of

(5)

Suppose thatwe select R3 to
R2, then we have

Rx e 10Ri,
(7)

.and the unknown resistance
would be ten times whatever the decade

resistor, R1, has at balance.
.

As a better examAle,'suppose
that both R1 and.R3 were decaderesistors. Then you could

adjust these decades to get the right
values to balance a resistance ofany. value. Since there are many
different values of R1 and R3 whicbswill provide the same ratio',a
and therefore give a lilence, you may wonder if any particular setis better than others. The answer is yes! In the next section of
the, module, you will learn why.

a

AN UNEQUAL

ARM, BRIDGE

Exikaple 3.

Os A Wheatitone bridge like the one shown in Figure 6 is
used tb measure an unknown resistance. The best null
is observed when the decade resistance is on 55 or 56
ohms: Recommend a modification to the circuit that
will perMit determination of the unknown resistance to
.3%.

At /The specified overall tolerance will he achievelgt R
1,

. ,

R2 and 13 have individual tolerances of .1%. In order
to r solo sufficient significant figures on the,A0treie
rea tance, an unequal arm configuration is needed.
For nvenience we will choose R2 100R

3
so thatR

unknow e 11 .1

The best null is now obser4ed when the decade is set at
5534.W . The, unknown resistance sAculd be specified as

*.2
xe55.3 (Was, after rounding off insignificant figures.
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Transducers are often placed in .cme arm of a bridge circuit

as a means'of balancing out an unwanted steady background L_____

Signal. In these applications the bridge is initially balanced
\4

so, that no signal is measured, by the voltage petector in the

absence of physical input to the transducer. An output volta e

will be observed only when the physical input to the transducer

causes the brl gi to become unbalanced. In these aP-Olications ...

- it is general11 important that the unbalanced voltage from the

bridge be as large as possible and proportional to the physical

Change that is being studieetThb-relatTve 3ize of the output
.-

Voltage will be influenced by the sensitlizi i of the bridge.

Thesctual output voltage of a bridge circu4 is illustrated in

rigurS;8 for several possible Combinationsv,f resistance in the arms.
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Figure 8. The unbalance voltage from a Wheatstone
Bridge verses transducer resistance, Rx...

Two important features are immediately clear. Neither of

the:two curves are straight lines. This means that the bridge is

not linear. Secondly, the two curves pass through the null point

with different steepness (slope). This determines the sensitivity

of the bridge.

14
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0
What shell we mean by the words, *bridge sensitivity ? ".

The bridge is most sensitive WhghWthe smallest change in
, ".resistance of Rx produces the largest change ii he voltage

----..,
output of the bridge.

.
..

f For, this reason, we define the sensitivity of'a bridge

as the amount of voltage output change 4V produce by a

change-AR in,the resistance Rx. If we let S be-the sensi-

tivity, We can write the definition as

"You may realize, this defi

the graph of the output voltage

( 8.)
4 1.

is just the slope a
the resistance changei

, . . ..
. . ,

The steeper the curve, the more._senaitive the bridge will, .

be to changes in.the resistance of the transducer'. A steep

curve is important for.anothei reeso. It imp ves our ability.

td determine the prease'balariceimineof the b 'dge, ,For this

reason we/always try to Max1m4ze bridge. For th s reason we always

try to maximize:bridge sensitivity. We can see from FigUre 8

that the,:sstivity of the bridge near-null depends one our

choice for the othe4resistois used,in the circuit. What choice

bf resistors will produce the maximum sensitivity? .

f-,

If we actuallymeasUred the sensitivity of the bridge

circuit neaD r,null for all possible- values, of R we dis.

cover that the senstivity
, ,

-

behaves as.shoWn'in Figure 9. Sens-

itivity near null, is greatest when the resistance. R, of the two

. lower arms of the. bridge, equals the resistance of R0.
,

10

1

SOI

R= R0

Figure 9.- Sensitivity near null verses R.

Since we have assumed the lower arms of the bridge have
equal resistance and the null condition requires Rx Ro, the
greatest sensitivity of this bridge will occur when all re-
sistances are equal.

*Let us to arrive at an equation for the sensitivity
of a bridge. Look again at the bridge circuit we have beer
using in Figure 8.

Using Ohm's Law, we can calculate the current through
each path of the, bridge. Then, agaih by Ohm's Law, the

voltage across each resistor is just the current times the
resistance. The current IA through the path containing Rx
And R is given by

IA E
R
x R (9)

15
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eI. The current Ia.through the path containin and R 18 given

by
. :

...

,

EB ''' E 1
.. (10)

-R
1
4 R

* '1
. Then the'yoltage across e resistor R on the left is

di

R
x
+ R (11) _

° .the voltage across, e resistor R on the right is

doVR - - ER
1 t R

Thediffereiice of these two volt ges is the output of the

( bridge:

V ER ER.

(12)

R +R R
1
+ R

of

. .

But the output voltage is zero .unless Rx differs from R1.

Let's rewrite Rx as RI + AR Where Itt is the change in Rx measured

' from the null condition. The output voltage Which depends on 4R

is now given by

AV . ER
.

-- ER . -ER AR
(14)

R1 + 4R+R 'R
1
+ R (R1 +R +AR)1R1 +R)

Notice that AR appearstwo places in this equation, once,:

in the numerator Ind once in a factor of the denominator.

For mituatioAs of interest to us, how much difference will it

make.if we ignore AR in the denominator? Recall that we

are talking about the sensitivity. near null and at null
O. In our bridge problem we Will be safe in ignoring

AR in the denominator as long as it it much less than 111-*R.

Therefore Equation 14 can be simplified to

-4v -+ ER

(pt
1

R) 2
Alt, if AR << Ri+R. (15)

which is only valid near null. ctherwise we must use Equation 14

to calculate the output voltage.. Combining Equations B and 15 we

Arrive at,an equation for the sensitivity of the bridge near null,

S AV__- -ER
AR

, (R1 +R) 2

if AR<<R). R.

.(16)
°

I

SENSITIVITY'
FORMULA

L

as

Example 4.

0: Use. Equation 16 to calCullte the sensitivity of two

,bridge 'circuits near null using (the R values) given

below.

a) R = 10K, Rx '1K, E = 10V

b) R 1k, Rx . 1K, E = by

A: For R 10K

S -10(10,000)

(100.0 +,10,003)2

-105

1.21 x 108

For R . lk

-10(1000)
volts/ohm

(1000 +1000)'
{(

-10 4

5 mV/ohm
4(106)

findinC/gs compatible with the cur es in

volts/ohm

-.83 mV/ohm

Are these

Figure 8?

'1

'
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We have already observed that linearity is important.if the''
output moltage.is going to be an accurate representation of the
physical input..to tMe transducer, Rx. What condition must be Bettis,
Lied in order to insure linearity? Examination of Equation 15 Will
show that it predicts a perfect straight line for the output voltage

"of,the bridge. TheMecessarycondition,!that R be much less thar)
ReR, is the condition for linear response'ofthp bridge circuit.
This means:we can alwayi improVe'linearity by Increasing the value
Of R. (Rimcst stay the same asRx.for the bridge to satisfy the
balince condition.) You should alio note that the sensitivity'is

inversely proportional to R according to Equation 16. This means
}that amy gains in linearity associated with an increase be
responsible for a corresponding"decrease in sensitivity. .There are
two basic ways to recoup any such loss in sensitivity., The external
voltage source, E, can be increased and the output..signal can be
amplified. The mail, limitation associated with increasing, E is. the
pother -dissipation limits of the bridgeelements.:Se/I heating of
the transd4er due to high current in the.bridge-larms can be an
important source of error in some measurements: ., -

The amplifier would probably need to be a differential direct

coupled amplifier as shown in Figure 10. -,

Fig

f

:
0. Using an 'amplifier td enhance the overall

sensitivity of a bridge.

This building block is dibcussed in another. module. The addition
"N.of an amplifier having gain, g, increases overall sensitivity

td

sr.
(17) ,



QUESTIONS
1; A single thermistor is Used 41-1 a DCbridge to produce an

output voltage. proportion to the change.in temperature.

The bridge is driven. by a 3 volt OC'sourea.'

resistance.ofthe thermistor is 1000 Ohms and.its4mper-
ature coefficient is AR/AT ohm / °C.

a) What is the largblt change in' voltage'

POsSible at theAutput of the bridge if

..10°C?

b) Draw a schematic of the bridge circuit-

, that will produmpits output.
. .

4

2. In cluetion 1, a bridge circuit wawdesigned that

mixed sensitivity.' It is known that tfilii design will not

have good linearity.

a) What, error is produced by non-li earitli in

the bridge fora temperature change of 100 °C?

To answer this question compare 'the predictions

of. Equations 14 and 15 and expres1,. the differ-

''ence as a percentage.

How could the bridge be modified to limit the

non-linearity error in'this measurement:to

less than 1%?

Sow much gain would
c
need to be:"added to the

detector to recoup the lost'sensitivity caused

b)

c)

'by the modification in b?

3) A Wheatstone Bridge like the on6 shown in FigUre 6 has a ..,

voltage detector just sensitive, enough measure 50 micro-

volts of:signal at the output. ExpresS the precision of the

bridge in terms of the minimum AR that will iiroduCe this

output.

4. The Wheatstone,Bridge discuesed""in Question 3 is to be
used toEl'alibrate some unknown resistances. It is de-

cided that the accuracy of the, bridge should be-checked'

against some resistance standards that are `available in

the lab. The standard resistances are R1= 10.17 ohms,.

101.34 ohms, R3 Q 999.97 ohms, and R4 = 19,010 ohms.

Which of'these resistors would you choose4

for this check? Explain your choice.

R
2

a)

b) Suppose the bridge is 1.Jund to have an

accuracy of .1%, what is the nee--st signs-

icsnt bridge reading expectecirin measuring

each of these standard resistors?

18
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I..., The answers to'Otiesbion4 should have revealed a'few of the
limitations of. Ole 3equal arm Wheatstsine 'Bridge. Design an.
unequal arnfWheatstone Bridge.,capable o!" measuring unknown
resiatan s of the range of 1 to 10 ohms with 1% accuracy.

ou have'avatlabli a ,1% decade which:can be adjusted

.ohm-steps frosi 0 to 100,000 ohms: AssUMe ale, that a,

Ibage detector is available Which w.11 provide all- the
sensitivity need d for thssemeasurents. Draw a scheMatic
diagram sim,ilar, o.Figure 7 showing the values and tolerances

;:liti each resistor.-- Explain the'Operatin of your proposed
.

circuit for neasurements in this' resistance range.

4. Check the unequal, arm rtk4dge design in-Question 5 to 'see if

there isilprOblem with excessive power dissifation in the

.ow resistance arms pi...the bridge. SF:..cify the. maximum

.voltage that can beiused to drive the bridge'if the power

disBiJation in any element is to'be less than the :1 watts.

-s.

14

In the unequal arm configuration of the Wheatstone Brilig%

the derivation of bridge eensitivity will,lead td two

different results depending on whether the AR is associ-.

ated witna change in the decade resistor or a change in

the unknown resistor (as in the case of a transducer).

Show that the expression for sensitivity, when the bridge

is used with a transducer in the location of Rx, is given
by

. S= .AV if ARK R
3-1.-=

. R2 (R
1+R2)R

I
+R

2
)2

Proceed in your derivation along the lines used in

1 Equations 9 through 16 w*th a modification in the logic at

the point where the substi ution is made or Ex near-null.'

Recall that in the unequal arm configuration the balance
condition is Rz R

1
R
3 so iiiat near null Ex should itte

R2

'replaced by R1ft3

2

+ AR.

You can also,show that-this sensitivity is just R2 times
R
3

the sensitivity obtained wh n AR is associated with the
decade resistor instead of transducer at locationitx.

19
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AC BRIDGE CONCEPTS
*

Objectives:

1

Explain w AC bride es are often used instead of DC brides.

Identify three fundamental differences 1--i-ween,AC and DC
bridges.

,...Distinguish the terms resistance, reactance and impedance.

Explain the fundamental differe'nces between resistive dhm
reactive circuit elements. .',

Explain precautions that shouid be recogniied when addipg
voltages and current amplitudes in AC Circuits.

Explain how Ohm's taw Can be used in modified form'in.A(.7.
circuits.

Work Problems involving all of these ideas.'

4

)

4 A

An. AC bridge.is a variation of. the Wheatstone.Biidge, where

the bridge is driven with anAC'signal rather than DC and the

arms of the bridge contain generalizes resistance -like elements

called impedances. These change's are Sltustrated in Figure

r

Figure 11. General schemitic'of an Ai bridge.

The possible variations of this circuit are, enormous since

each Impedance can be amposed of a series/parallel network of
resistors, capacitors and:inductors. The mathematics that'are'

used to discussAC.bridges iiivolves the use of compleenLinbers
, which' we wil'h to avoid using here. We will therefore restrict

.."

our attention to one common type of AC bridge which we can dis-
.cuss in simpler terms.

20

WHAT I s AN
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We have just mentionedthat-the aensitiviWof DC bridges .

can be'enhanced by adding an aMplifier to the output of the

bridge. When a Wheatstone Bridge is driven 14 AC, the balance-,

conditionsare still the same, but now the output is AC and

can be amplified using an AC amplifier. This will eliminate

errors due to offset and driftLin the amplifier'aind effects

an overall improVement in signal,to noise. For this reason

alone it is common to use AC for driving a Wheatstone Bridge.

Some of' e other advantages are more subt4 and require

a Closer look et thepropertiescif transducers and the balance

conditions for AC bridges. In general, traisducers produce *,

both resistive and reactive electri6,111 res nses to a :physical'

input. We baveseen'how the Wheatstone H idge can be used to

me mare the resistive' variations in trap ducer output. What

.i.s7Me origin of the reactive com4onent n a ciecu4p. element

-Or transducer? Hoy can thes chAacteri tics be,investi-_,

gated? How is reactance diFeferent'than istance?

flotido these two ideas combine to.give mean g to.the word

impedance? What do these'fdeas hlveto do with balance

conditions'in AC bridges? These arelihe qUestiOns we must

note address. tr

Capacitors and inductors respond to the passage of an

electrical current in a way that is fundamentally different

than a reristo/-. At DC neither device plays a roll in circuit .

analyniOlexcept at the transition between DC levels. The capac-

itor loo* like an open circuit:and the inductor-looks like a
e

short circuit. Since these two circuit elements are the origins

of,reactance in all networks we are already able to give: this'

quantity a value at DC'. If the reactance is, due to a capacitor

it is infinite and if it is due to an inductorit is zero. /in ,,,,

we performed all Measurements at DC we would never be able to

determine the capacitance or inductance of ncircuit elementorj,

transducer. The reactance
i
would alWays have the same value re-'_

gardless.of the size of these components. Even this simple DC

'analysis shows'that inductive reactance.is different than ca-

pacitive reactand2 The value of theae'otwo quantities may be

calculate at any frequency using Equations 18a and 18b.

XL =-Inductive reactance 2t-fL (18a)

Xc Capacitive reactanne.= 1
'(18b)

211-fC
where f is the frequency in Hertz, L the inductance in

Henries and C the capacitance in Farads. The unit for reactance
is Ohms the.sameunit vsed for resistance.

The use of AC is essentialfor measuring the value or de-

tecti g the presence of either' of these two electrical properties.
\

It is sometimes important to realize that there'is no such thing

as a pure resistance: Every resistor' will itiegin to manifest the

charcteristics of a capacitor at-Wor an inductor at sufficiently

high frequencies. AC bridges are used to investigate these imper-

fections in real resistors. It is also true that there ils:no such

thing as a. pure inductance or capaCitance. At suffiCiently high

frequencies, resistive effects will begin to dominate their elec-

trical characteristics. AC bridges are used to thou effects

as well. Transducers often exhibit a combined. resistive and reactive

response to a physical'input. It is only possible to separate these

two pieces.of information using, an'AC bridge.

ADVANTAGES

OF AC BRIDGES

4

A

10?



The application of AC signals to a pure resistive circuit

element results-in a voltage waveform thaeis'keciselY in,

phaselgth the associated current passi ugh the device.

The current and voltage reach their imam alues precisely

at the same time and are simultanequs y zer at a er time.

In pure reactive 1eMents'the AC Curr nts nd vo ges are pre-

cisely 90 degrees out of phase at all 4 es. When the voltage
4

reaches its maximum value, the-curre .assing .through

;ero and vice-iersa. This is tliet d ntal difference be-.

tween resistive\apd reactive Clic 3t elements. A'consequence

of this fact ids that electrical power .(current x voltage, is,.

zero in any pate reactance:. It ,canneither receive nor deliver

any net poxer in-an AC circuit. These ph*e,shkfts Complicate

the Wavy.conditions for AC bridges. ',,'balance Is to be

achieyet. thd)àvoltages at points A and] inFIgure_11 must
not only have the,same famplitude,'theymust:alsq,be in phase

at all. times.

The peculiai phase relationship between current and-voltage

Also complicates the rules that must be used when these two quanti7

"ties are added together.to obtain the electrical quantity called.,

impedance. ''The impedanCe of a circuit element, such as a speaker,

'Is often specified by a quantity like 8 ohms. If you,imeasure A

'speakey'nsing a 0C Wheatstone Bridge or,an ohmmeter; the number

obtained w 1c1 probably be more like A ()hint or less. Impedance can

not "be mea red at DC becauSe DC.ignores the reactive contribution

of:the spec r's inattance and meaduresonlyihe resistance. Thee

eactive.dbntribution dependes on the frequendy used in the measure-

ment and 88 will the impedance. .Since all three of these.quntities4,

are.measured in ohms it is easy to beconfuSed.- In simple elements.

it is often possible to use impeaancegr'or reactances tocompiate the

relationship between AC currents and voltages..in much_the same manner

as Ohm's-Law Is used with resistance in DC44reuits. See Figure 1211%41/4

4

,D.I'ST I NCT I ON,.

BETWEEN '

RESISTANCEas

AND .

REACTANCE

FORMULA APPLICATION 4

PHASE
, SHIFT

FREQUENCY
DEPENDENCE

X, = V Capacitive

Inductive

,4

Resisti:re
(Ohm's

, .

Complex
g,

N

elements

, -
elements

elements
Law)

.

tworks

..., :.

' I leads V by
90 degrees

I lags V by
90 degrees

I and Vjin
phase'.

- all-shifts from
+90 to -90 degreeb
possible

1 1-&L,
I

XL . V

21TfC f

.. = 21Mof

None

. Complex

I

V,I
Z VI
fl m

Figure,1

4`

How to use Ohm's Law for comparing 'the,
`,magnitudes of currents and voltages, in
resistive, reactive and Complex circuit
elements.

22
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CONDITIONS
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'IV
Apparent discrepancies are often ob erved when thAfaMiliar

.

rules for adding voltages or currents i DC circuits are used improperly
StrAC circuits. Two (examples. are shown in Figure 13.

ve{vli

lt
velts

Figure 13. 2:4 examples of, apparent violatdpn lf basic
° "iscuit,p.r.inciplds in AC circuifs:'

. -

Such discrepancies always occur hen the amplitudes

of AC qbantities are added without receqeitiag thateachOf the

quantities involved attained tOeir respective maximum values at

different times. At any instant in time the voltages and currents

will add corredtly in the familiar way (see Figure 14) but one can

not simply add the largest values of AC quantities and ignore the

the waveforms.

rural analybis of. these concepts,

or..complex mathematics. Several

phase relationship betty

As we have already sa

uires the use of vectors anal

appropriate resdurcs are mentioned in the refereAce material for

the pursuit of these ideas.' On the other hand, dike can easily .verily

these concepts by direct measurement in the lab
. .

.W6

Figure 14. Three AC
of 3, 4,
are such
tudes of
be added
of.thei 5

waveforms with peak amplitudes
and 5 vc.ts. The)phase shifts
thatat any instant the magpi-
the-3-and 4 volt.yaveforms can
together to obtaih the magnitude'
volt wreform:-
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THE WIEN° B9
ti

fr
/4,

....4.
.

. .

bjectives: Eicplain the relationship between the-two general requirements- v for-balance,in, AC bridges and the.balahce conditions of the
... --..A ..\-Wlexi`Bridge. 44he.relationshp/can b 'seen through an expla-

nation
, -

nation of the circuits responsje to d fferenct frequency AC ,:-
.signalsr.) vi: L \J. i

.1.-.
e

An actual AC"bridge that illustrates all of the concepts we
have just discussed is showncin Figure 15.

)
4. , r

_Figure 15. The Wien Bridge with cathode ray_oscilloscope
detector and adjustable AC signal source attached.

AC input to thei-bridge oircuit isproyided by agyariable fre-
queneySignal generator ane'the unbalinced output, if any isde-
'tected with an oscilloscOpe. ",There is a frequency at which the two
balance conditions for:an-AC b'r'idge will be satisfied. That fre -
quency is given by EgV3tion 19.,

f 1
(19)

,

21IRC

if the two Rs and the two Cs are identical. If the components ia
the left harl side of thebridge are not matched, balanceis still
Possible but the frequency will differ from that predicted by
Equatio7 19. If the components in the :left hand side are properly,
matched fa null should bey observed w4eo R1 is,Set equal to twice R2.,

In this AC bridge the two parameters that must be adjusted to
obtain a null are relatively independent or 'grtho:tonal., to each
other. This is .a highly desirable situation in*AC bridges. If

_substantial interaction exists between the two parameters chosen for
ti adjustMent, it is practically impossible to:devise a procedure
for ffnaing the two null conditions of the bridge There in no sub-
stitute for a liberal dose of, formal matAematicallanalysis of the
circuit to unravel these mysteries of AC'bridge des,ign.

M,

19



It is instructive to. briefly consider the action of each
-t..7 side of the bridge in satisfying the two balance conditions.

The right hand hide of the'brklge is a purely resistive vo'k-
liege divider network.), ,The AC signal appearing at point B will

/--be in 'Ise with the applied AC signal ,no matter what fre-
quency is chosen. The amplitude is .adjustable ove..r-a wide
range depending Only on the relative Values' sdlected
and R2. If a null is ever gbing to be achieVed with this-
brill theokgnal at paint A will have to be_in phase the 4
applieti AC signal .,and. hence with the signal at point B. Once

1
. .thisimatch in phase is achieVed, the amplitude of thtwcr

,signals'can be matchell by adjusting RI.
-4 . .

'-The resistive and r&aatiV-e components in the j.eft-hast.tside
of the bridge are ,rranged so that thec-phase of e signal at

Lpoint 4. is a' funciktrri of thet'a'pl:Ved fre;uency.: vev loW fre7
literacy,. the amplitude of the signel'atpgInt A Iippk actes zero

-su'd the phase shift approaches 90- degreeseahead f 6 'driving
signal. At very-"high grequencies, thei.ainplitudeti,"o i the sigrjal
appioaches zero but now the phase shift apprRAches n degrees be-
hind the driying"..signal. Somewhere between, these tw extremes; the
amplitude reach4s a relative maxi-Mum and the phase shi oes to
zero. As soon as we, have discovered the frequency where th- ase
shift at. point A goes to zero the bridge can be.balanced. Simply

ANjust R1 so' that the amplitude B matches the amplitude
at point A and null is achieved.

2
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QUEpTIONS
B. The. current through each elementAn any series circuit

must,have the same valueat any instant. 1sSuppose an AC

.... current of 1 amp passes through a series connected re-

, sistor of 4:,hms and-.capacitive re'aet knee 'of. 3 ohms.

a) °Using Figure l2,pre.ict the magnitudl of
0

AC voltage that would be measured across

_ .both elements.
. .

. ...

b) ,What phase shit must exist-between these_':

two voltage waveforms?
. .. :1; ',....b.F) Carefully sketch both voltage,waveforma

i
'' -.'With.the.proper phase relationship for ore

..-

.....codplete-cycle.

.d) idd.these two waveforms together to find
. -

. ' r

.
/% , thirveavefornt of the total voltage across ir

F..
%. the.series combination. -

1,,

V

.fi :. e) Again, refer to Figua 12 and .compute the
b. , /

... . 'impedance tor°this series network. '.

..-.. - '

9.
.

T hft voltage icross.4each dlementan any parallel cifrit

must have the same,valupAt any instant. Suppose an AC

vOittage of 12 volls .is applied to l' parallel combiriation

of 4 ohms resistance and :3 ohms inductive reactance...

6

'10. The AC bridge shown in ?igure 14 is called a Wienqlridge.

One oethe balance conditions i,s shown ihEquation 19..

Show thathis balance condition is equiValent to the

statement that at,null the Capacitive.reactance of C

equals the resistaoc9 of R.

"11: Analyze the left hand side of'the bri e n Figure 14

using the methods developed in Glue ions 8 and 9 to show

that at null the impedance of the uOper'arm is twice that

of the lower arm. is conforms with the second balance

condition for the Wiridgo, i.e. R1 =2112.

' a) Using,Eigure 12, predict the inagnitude of °

/8
,AC current that would be measured through"

both : elements.

b), What phase shift must exist between these two

current wa'veforms?

c) Carefully sketch both current.waveformswith

the proper. phase relationship for one com-

plete 5-yc le.\

d) Add these tici''waveforms.to find the waveform

or the total Current through the'parallel combi-
.

e). Compute the impedance for'this parallel network

using Figure 1;.

2u
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LA JO4 ORAT EY
00ectives: Build a Wheatstone Bridge anq use it to

4
a) measure several unknowh r istances,
b) measure and maximize the s sitivity,
c) measure output voltage and erve non-

linearity and
c) balance out the initial offset resistance

of a thermistor.

Build a Wien bridge and use it to

ailierify two balance conditions for AC bridges,
b) study and record the fiequency dependence of

the phase shift produced in the arms of an AC
bridge, and

c) balance out' the initial offset reactance of an
AC transducer.

MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT.

1 DC power supply with several output, voltages_

1 Signal Generator

1 Oscilloscope

1 Decade Resistance Box, 0 to 100k

1 Thermistor

3 10k resistors, two matched

2 Matched 1k resistors, 3.9k resistors;
39k resistors and 100k resistors

Capacitance Substitution Boxes or several matched
capacitors .001 pfd < c.C.ol pfd,

Assorted coils of copper wire

1:1 Audio Transformer

, 27



EXPERIMENTAL PR EJIRE
The laboratory will focus attention on the two basictypes

Of bridge Circuits we have stUdieds Wheatstone and Wien bridges.

We will use the Wheatstone Bridge to measure several unknown

resistances, to measure and maximize the sensitivity of the basic

bridge,to measure and observe the non-linearity of the output

voltage and to use the bridge to null out the offset voltage pro-

duced by the initial resistance of a thermistor. The Wien Bridge

will be used to investigate the two balance conditions necessary

for null in ,an AC bridge, to study the frequency dependent phase

shift produced by impedance networks in the arms of the bridge and

to build a metal detector with a reactive transducer

°

1. For our first eicperiment we will use the Wheatstone Bridge to

measure a,few "unknown" resistances. Build the circuit shown

in Figure 6 using the DC power supply to drive the bridge and

the oscilloscope for detecting the output voltage. The oscillo-

scope should be direct coupled to the bridge. The zero position

for theotrace should be set to the vertical midpoint of the

scale and the senitivity should be set initially at about 1 volt/,

division. Uge two matched 10k resistors in the bridge.

The next'step in usng a Wheatstone bridge is finding the balance

or null condition. From the discussion'we knowthat the unknown

resistance will equal the setting of the decade resistance at

null if the 10k resistors are matched. One systematic proOedure

for finding null begins by setting all the decades to their

highest value, nine. When the power supply is turned off the

oscilloscope trace should still be vertically centered on the

screen. When the power supply is turned on, the trace-will de-

flect away from the zero postAn. Adjust the oscilloscope sen-

sitivity so that the deflected beam remains on the screen.

Proceed to decrease the decade resistance in the largest possible

steps and observe the output voltage from the bridge. As theg

output moved toward hull, continue decreasing the setting.of'

the decade. If the output movei'away from null, the unknown

resistance'is greater than,the decade resistor and megsurement

with this circuit is impossible. When the output passes'

through null, return that decade switch to its previous setting.

Then pop down to the next lower significant decade.and repeat:

this procedure.

As we get closer to null it will be necessary to continue

increasing the sensitivity pf the oscilloscope. This will

improve our. ability to determine the precise null poit

and hence the. precise value of the unknown' resistance. A

useful trick for distinguishing small departures from rull,

is to.switch the power supply on and off while looking for

a deflection of the trace. At null no deflection should be

observable.

s
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At some point it will no longer be possible to improve the

null as observed on the osci oscope. The setting of the

deCadetesistor, rounded of o the last adjusted decade,

is the best value this circit can give for the unknown

resistance. Can yoU suggest another tistematic method for

finding the null or balance condition. 1

3.. Determine the precisioh of the bridge. Express this in

terms of the smallest steps'on the decade resistance that

'will produce an observable changs in the output. Report

sources of error in the measurement process that will .de-

grade the precision of the measurement. Can the procedure

be improved to overcome the error? Considering the pre-

cision of this bridge, what is the lowest percentage toler-

ancowarranted for the decade resistance and fixed resistors?

Explain your reasoning. A.

4. Determine the sensitivity of the bridge. Use ce definition

of sensitivity in Equation 8. Measure the change in voltage

on the output and divide by a corresponding change in the

resistance of the decade resistor. Calculate the, predicted

sensitivity according to Equation 16. Record and compare your

calculation with your measurement. Replace the 10k resistors

in turn with the lk, 3.9k, 39k and 100k matched pairs and

repeat the sensitivity measurement and calculation. Summarize

your observations in a table.

From the infortation on )ridge sensitivity obtained in Step4,

create a graph similar'to Figure 9.' What 4Conclusions can be

drawn from these. data about maximizing bridge sensitivity?

Verify that changing the power supply voltage has the expected

effect on bridge sensitivity.

1°

Verify that the 'balance conditions for this bridge are the

sate with an AC drivign signal as they were for DC drive.

Replace the power-supply with the variable frequency signal

generator and devise a lulling procedw:e for AC signals. -To

the results agree? Is it easier to find null?

7. It is possible to use a thermistor as the unknown resistor in

our bridge-circuit. Since the resistance of the thermistor

changes as the temperature changes, this circuit can'be used,.

as an electronic thermometer. Optimize the sensitivity of

the, circuit, calibrate the output and record yourdesign. .
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here. Trigger the'osol4f46.0401?n),the bridge' input Waveform

and the phase shift at thb output of thr ,ridge can be observed

on the oscilloscope display. Figure 16 shows a block diagram

for doing this.
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B. build a Wien Bridge using thO schematic shown in.Figure 15'

where R1 is the decade resistance box or a 100k pot, R2 is

39k, R is 10k and C is somewhere between ,01 and .001 micro-

farads. The circuit shows the bottom corner of the bridge

grounded. This presumes that neither of the oscilloscope

connections are referenced to ground, i.e.,the oscilloscope

has differential qinpots. If two points on the bridge circuit

are grounded through connections to the oscilloscope and signal

generator,,, the circuit will behave in ark unexpected manner. '

Unformtunately this situation often arises without recognition

by the user, Multiple,grounding of this circuit will effect-

ively short out one of the essential bridge arms through an

external "ground loop" and no null will be possible. There

are several ways to avoid this problem. One easy solution -is

to introduce the AC signal through an audio transformer and

leave the bottom corner of the bridge ungsoanded. You can

then safely ground any one point in the bridge circuit with k

one of the oscilloscope leads and measure the voltage differences

at any otherlOint in the circuit. Differential input is no

longer needed.

9. Find the null conditions for,the Wien Bridge. Again a pro-

eedure is needed to systematically determine the balance or

null point of the bridge. Since-two conditions must'be satis

fied for balance we shduld expect to-simultaneously minin4ze

bridge output for two adjustable parameters. The two parameters

'that'are within our.p er to adjust are the frequency of the

AC signal source a the decade resistor. If either of these

;is'very far f balance, the null in the output vo),tage may be

very,slight. may be necessary to minimize` the output

'through adjustme t of the'frequency parameter,then adjust the

deca for best, null and repeat this cycle through several

iterat ons before finding the best null.

10. Verify that the' balance conditions for the Wien bridge

agree With theory. Does. the. measurekfrequenop,agree with

the.prediciton of EquatiOn 14? ,IsR1,:twice the ,sire. of11..7

"'ire 'obsqryed discrepencites,:rtsonnixle?

a
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Figure 26. A Mock diagram of the experivental setup for
measuring output phase shift on the Wien Bridge.

Begin the measuregents with the bridge balanced, then vary

only the frequency of the signal source. AMplitudes and'phase

shifts change most rapidly near null'. They both should be
, sato when the bridge is balanced. Gather enough data so you

can sketch a graph of both of these quantities for all fre-

Quencies.

"12.. Add an inductive transducer to the basic Wieh Bridge and

'discover how the null conditions are modified. A good

place to add this circuit element is in series with R2in

that arm of'the bridge. The transducer may ,just be a coil

wire which will sense the proximity of metaklic or magnetic
objects. If the transducer is going to be sensitive as a (

ff

sensing device, the inductive reactance.will'need to be about

the same size as R2. Use Equation 18a to estimate the approx..

imate _inductance desired. It may be difficult to construct

an open coil of wire having this .much inductance. You may

find rt usefut to construot a variety of Coilsvand experiment

with them in this circuit to see how each modifieis the. Dalance

conditions. Compare theamount of unbalance signa4 that is,

produced when a "standard" metal objeCt is placed in the center
of each coil. Alternatively, it may 'be easier to study the

effect of changing the size of R2 on the relative sensitivity

of the bridge.' Other circuit locations'for the inductor

appear to be possible but study of the phase shifts and ampli-

, tudee that are produced as a function of frequency at points A

and B Will show that null is not always possible. A little

experimentation ball soon convince you that, in the long run,

the analytical approach will epxedite AC tiridge design. See'

the Reference material_for some suggested reading,on this
subject.
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GLOSSARY

AC BRIDGE

ACCURACY

2 .

BALANCE
,CONDITION(S)

BALANCED

COMPLEX
MATHEMATICS'

COMPLEX NUMBERS

IMPEDANCES

/

an electrical c.rcuit having four arms, eacliearm consisting

of an impedanc, , which are connected together in a loop having

four junctions. This circuit is driven at two opposing junc.

tions by an AC signal source and the butput of the circuit is

detected by an -C detectors connected between the other two

junctions.
generally necessary to satisfy two balance

conditidns in order to null the output.

a specification of any measurement process which expresses the

degree to which the process is able to determine the actual value

of the measurement. This resultS in an uncertainty which is

usually express,d as a percentage of the measured quantity. It

is often referred to as the tolerance of the measurement process.

For example,, resistors are color coded according to the values

meaeured.In processes whose tolerance is 5%, 10% or 208.

in bridge circuits, four impedances are connected in a loop at

four junctions. These four junctions define the points at which

external connec-ions are made to the basic bridge circuit. Tpe'

four circuit portions that lie between each of these four corners'

are called the arms of the bridge. 1

in bridge circuits, the combination
of circumstances that must be

met if the output is to be zero for non-zero Input. These circum-

stances usually involve necessary relationships between the circuit

parameters such as the ratio of resistances orathe frequency of the

driving signal'.

in bridge circuits, the stab in which the output is.zero or null

when the input'is non-zero.

the body of theory whiQh defines the rules for manipulating quantities

-that must be specified by two independent numbers. It is especially

useful in the analysis of the electrical quantity calleimpeciances

which is composed of-the'.two quantities, resistance and reactance.

numbers which are composed of two independent parts. .The thagry

of this number system Is called complex mathematics. It is impor-

tant in electronics because impddance can be' represented by a complex

number, Z=R+jX, wbere R is resistance, X is the reactance, and j

is the symbol used to distintl,flk one part of the number pair.

./bircuit elements Wlich contain gdsis ive and/or reactive parts.

,INEARITY a,term used to describe the relation hip between /to inter-

related circuit parameters.. In the nge in whic they are

4
proportional, the pirctlit exhibits 1 near response. Otherwise

the response is ron-linear..

ORTHOGONAL in AC bridge circuits,.the term used to define those bridges

whose design permits adjustment of either balance parameter

without alteration of the other'balance condition.

a term used to express the resolving power of a measurement

process. It may be conveniently stated in terms of thOsmallest

change in the measured quantity that can be discerned through

the measurement process. Another way of stating the idea. is_,

by specifying the minimum distinguishable difference between,two

measured quantities. The precision of a Wheatstone 'Bridqe could

be speciffed as *.1 Ohms, meaning that changes this large are-

needed to measurably'alter the bridge output.

PRECISION DEC awitchable resistance box in which tighter than normal stan-"

RESISTANCE SUB- dards-have been followed in order to:insure that the total re-

STITUTION BOX sistance selgcted is accurate to a predetermined tolerance such

as l% or .1%.

REACTIVE circuit elements in. which the applied AC currents and 'voltages

COMPONENTS are 90 degrees out of phase. These effects are observed in

PRECISION

inductors. and cApacitors.
2P

V
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SENSITIVITY a ratio between the changes in two inter-related circuit pa-
rameters. In bridge circuits, the cbange in the output voltage
divided by the corresponding change in the impedance of one of
the arms.

VECTORS physical quantities which have, both magnitude and direction.
They are sometimes used to represent AC voltage where the
magnitude is used to represent the.peak voltage and the direc-

tion is used to represent the relative phase.

a measuring device which is sensitive to small:voltages.
e

a circuit consisting of four resistances connected together
in.a loop at four junctions. Two opposing juncti011s or corners
are used.for4Oonnection to an external voltage sOlik6e. The
remaining two junctions provide output to a volta§e. tector.
The output is zero for certain resistance ratios so makes.
the circuit useful. for measurement and calibration' unknown
resistors:. 4

VOLTAGE DETECTOR

WHEATSTONE BRIDGE

28
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ANSWERS

1. 7.5 mv, R2=R3=1k.

2. 5%, 9k, g = 5.

3. About. 5 ohms°.

4 a) pi can be verified.to within 50%
R2 can be verified to within 5%

4 'R3 can be verified to within .5%

R4 'can be verified to Wittan .05%., use
this for testing the accuracy of the
bridge.

b)' 10; 100; 1600; 10,01d.

5. R2 = 100R3, both R2 and R3 should be..5%
tollranceor better.

ma\ PrIrTaTcR3
6 E

8. a) 4 'volts, 3 voltg:

b) 90°

c)1
d) j See Figure 14,.

0

e) 5 ohms

9. a) 3 amps, 4 amps.

b) 90°

d)
c) I

See Figure 14.
e) 2.4 ohms
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